The Wedgit™ Model 30 uses PLC technology to automatically cut wedges which fit your stairs. Third generation machine.

Simple operation requires minimal training.

Load supply hopper
Press Run button

Machine will then cut wedges automatically and continuously consuming entire boards.

Machine can be adjusted for wedge length, wedge angle and wedge thickness.

Add boards to supply hopper without stopping the machine or interrupting operation.

**FEATURES**

- Minimal operator training
- Runs unattended
- PLC control
- Pneumatic Power
- High speed automatic cutting
- Does not require programming
- Standard 10” blade capacity
- Heavy duty steel construction
- Wedge length 6” to 11”
- Operator choice of wedge angle
- Operator choice of wedge length
- Operator choice of wedge thickness

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Footprint w/o Overhang: 33” x 47”
- Height w/cover down: 58”
- Weight: 500 lbs
- Motor Power Required: 220VAC 3PH 10A
- Control Power Required: 115VAC 1PH
- Air Required: 80 psi clean and dry
- Saw Blade Capacity: 10” dia x 5/8 hole
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